The use of MassARRAY technology for high throughput genotyping.
This chapter will explore the role of mass spectrometry (MS) as a detection method for genotyping applications and will illustrate how MS evolved from an expert-user-technology to a routine laboratory method in biological sciences. The main focus will be time-of-flight (TOF) based devices and their use for analyzing single-nucleotide-polymorphisms (SNPs, pronounced snips). The first section will describe the evolution of the use of MS in the field of bioanalytical sciences and the protocols used during the early days of bioanalytical MALDI TOF mass spectrometry. The second section will provide an overview on intraspecies sequence diversity and the nature and importance of SNPs for the genomic sciences. This is followed by an exploration of the special and advantageous features of mass spectrometry as the key technology in modern bioanalytical sciences in the third chapter. Finally, the fourth section will describe the MassARRAY technology as an advanced system for automated high-throughput analysis of SNPs.